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1User-Centric Multiobjective Approach to Privacy
Preservation and Energy Cost Minimization in
Smart Home
Hsuan-Hao Chang, Wei-Yu Chiu, Member, IEEE, and Hongjian Sun, Senior Member, IEEE, and Chia-Ming Chen
Abstract—This paper investigates smart home energy manage-
ment in consideration of tradeoffs between residential privacy
and energy costs. A multiobjective approach that minimizes
energy costs and maximizes privacy protection is proposed.
The approach leads to a multiobjective optimization problem in
which the two objectives are addressed in separate dimensions.
A hybrid algorithm that employs stochastic search for power
scheduling of home appliances and uses deterministic battery
control is developed accordingly. The proposed approach can
avoid some drawbacks faced by conventional weighted-sum
methods for multiobjective optimization: the combination of
objectives in different units, heuristic assignment of weighting
coefficients, and possible misrepresentation of user preference.
In contrast with existing studies on residential user privacy
that assume limited controllability of appliances to facilitate
algorithm development, the approach addresses the use of flexible
appliances in smart homes. Simulations reveal that the proposed
approach can maintain a reasonable energy cost while robustly
preserving user privacy at a sensible level; its convergence rate
is comparable to existing multiobjective evolutionary algorithms
while the proposed approach yields a better level of convergence;
the proposed approach is scalable to a group of smart houses,
achieving a superior peak-to-average ratio that is beneficial to
the stability of the underlying power grid.
Index Terms—Energy management system (EMS), Pareto op-
timality, privacy protection, smart home, smart grid, user-centric
multiobjective approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
With a real-time monitoring system [1], information trans-
mission system [2], demand-side management system [3],
and Internet of Things technologies [4], [5], smart grids
are gradually replacing traditional power grids as the new
generation of power systems [6]–[8]. The main feature that
separates the smart grid from its predecessor is its ability to
effectively control power use to achieve energy conservation
goals [9]. Consequently, the expectation of smart grids also
leads to a higher standard of security and privacy [10]–[13].
During information collection and exchange in the smart
grid, an attacker may steal or create fake power information to
jeopardize the power system or obtain monetary rewards [14],
[15]. To secure the grid, an encryption or data obfuscation
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scheme is often used to protect data transmissions [16]–
[18]. Regardless of which scheme is employed, the utility
grid ultimately requires access to the power consumption
information of residential users so that both power supply and
demand can be balanced. If data is not gathered and collected
appropriately, then the life patterns (including any activities
or even occupancy) of a particular user may be revealed [19],
effectively raising privacy concerns.
There are a few ways to address smart grid privacy. For
example, a water heater can be controlled in such a way that
the smart meter reading shows a home is occupied at all times
[20]; energy harvesting and/or storage units can be employed
to cover the power usage [21], [22]. The underlying concept is
to change normal power consumption patterns using various
resources so that it is difficult to infer the true activities of a
particular residence.
A residential user must trade privacy for energy costs (or
energy waste, power usage) [22], [23]. Several studies have
been conducted to find a balance between these two factors.
A weighted-sum method is the most common way to combine
objectives pertaining to the privacy and cost into a single
function [24], but limited controllability for home appliances
is often assumed to facilitate the development of efficient
algorithms. For example, loads were modeled as random
variables and dynamic programming was used in [25]–[27].
In [28], cost-friendly differential privacy-preserving schemes
were proposed in which energy consumption of appliances
was given in advance and used as a system input. In [29],
constant power consumption of appliances was assumed and
a water-filling algorithm was employed to compute an optimal
energy management policy. In [30], unshiftable appliances
were considered and stochastic optimization via Monte Carlo
simulation was proposed to control battery charging and
discharging.
For trading residential privacy off against energy costs,
there are two issues faced by most existing approaches. First,
appliances in smart houses often have certain flexibility in time
of use and power of use, which is essential for smart func-
tionality. Second, combining objectives representing privacy
and costs into a single objective using weighted-sum methods
can be problematic [31]–[34]. It may not be meaningful to
combine two quantities in different units and scales together,
even after certain normalization. A weighting coefficient is
heuristically assigned, and no systematic way exists for such
assignment. It is also unclear how to assign the coefficient that
can precisely reflect a preference model of a residential user,
2i.e., precise quantification for the importance of privacy and
cost.
In this paper, we consider various types of home appliances,
which are inflexible and unshiftable, flexible, and shiftable
appliances. We formulate a multiobjective optimization prob-
lem (MOP) that addresses a cost metric and privacy metric
in different dimensions. The privacy metric is defined using
load variation. A hybrid algorithm consisting of stochastic
and deterministic search mechanisms is developed to solve
the MOP. After the MOP is solved, an energy management
system based on batteries can then be established to schedule
power consumption of appliances.
In the hybrid algorithm, the stochastic search determines
the power scheduling of flexible and shiftable home appli-
ances in response to power prices and a variance function
of privacy, leading to a set of Pareto optimal solutions. The
final scheduling for home appliances is determined by the
solution that minimizes its distance to an ideal solution on
the basis of an approximate Pareto front, i.e., the image
of an approximate Pareto optimal set through the objective
functions. By fixing the power consumption patterns of home
appliances, the battery status is then determined using the
following deterministic method: the battery status is adjusted
so that current power consumption of the smart home is as
close as possible to its previous power consumption. In this
way, a smooth power consumption curve can be achieved,
further refining residential privacy.
The main contributions of this work are as follows. First,
we formulate the privacy–cost problem in smart houses as
an MOP. Objectives are addressed in different dimensions,
which is different from conventional weighted-sum approaches
that combine them into one single objective. The problem
of different units in objectives, requirement of prior infor-
mation for objective normalization, and heuristic assignment
of weighting coefficients can be avoided. Second, we address
various types of appliances in smart homes, including time-
and power-flexible appliances, while existing studies on the
privacy–cost problem often assume limited controllability for
appliances to develop efficient algorithms. This bridges the
gap between residential privacy of smart houses and the use
of flexible home appliances. Third, we propose a hybrid
algorithm that searches for a set of Pareto optimal solutions
to the MOP. The final tradeoff between the energy cost and
privacy is determined with the help of knowledge extracted
from the whole solution set, bringing a broad perspective
on optimality. Finally, we validate the proposed algorithm
through numerical analysis. Our simulations show that the
proposed algorithm is more suitable to address user privacy
than existing multiobjective evolutionary algorithms, with a
comparable convergence rate and better level of convergence.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related
work is briefly discussed in Section II. Section III describes
the system architecture, mathematical models of various home
appliances, and energy storage device. The multiobjective ap-
proach is developed in Section IV. Simulation results involving
comparison among existing energy management methods are
presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this
paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Smart home privacy can be defined in many ways and rele-
vant mechanisms for privacy preservation have been proposed
[35], [36]. One of the most popular definitions is based on the
load variance [20], [24]–[26], [29]. Perfect privacy is attained
if the power consumption of a smart house measured from a
smart meter remains constant. In this case there is no way to
infer any residential activities. Privacy preservation measured
by the load variance is often realized by employing battery
charging and discharging activities to change load profiles
[37], [38].
Another privacy measure is the use of mutual information
that involves statistics of residential power demand. In [21],
privacy was considered in a multiuser smart meter system in
which an alternative energy source was involved. An explicit
lower bound on a privacy–power function was derived. In [39],
a framework based on information theory and a hidden Markov
model was proposed. A privacy–utility tradeoff problem with
minimal assumptions was formulated. In [22], mutual informa-
tion was investigated in the presence of energy harvesting and
storage units. Privacy was preserved by diversifying energy
sources through energy harvesting. When mutual information
is employed for privacy measure, battery use is still the
dominant way to improve user privacy [40]–[42].
In addition to the use of load variance and mutual infor-
mation for privacy measure, some studies have considered
differential privacy [28], [43], [44]. No matter which privacy
measures have been used, the aforementioned studies have
adjusted the battery status to improve user privacy without
considering possible adjustment on flexible or shiftable appli-
ances. Limited controllability of appliances has been assumed
to facilitate the development of efficient algorithms.
In practice, smart houses often involve a few appliances that
are flexible in time of use or power of use [45]–[48]. Those
flexible appliances can be controlled to minimize energy costs
or reduce peak load. In [49], evolutionary algorithms-based
demand side management model was proposed for schedul-
ing appliances of residential users. In [50], an optimization
problem in which customer energy and reliability costs were
minimized was investigated. In [51], user’s convenience level,
thermal comfort level, and energy cost were mixed as a ratio,
leading to a multiobjective approach. A weighting coeffi-
cient representing their degrees of importance was prescribed
heuristically.
Aforementioned papers in which flexible appliances are
controlled for energy management have not considered user
privacy, jeopardizing further participation of home residents
in grid activities. In [52], a decentralized framework for load
management was developed and user privacy was claimed to
be protected, but no explicit measure for privacy protection
was presented and optimized. There seems to be a gap between
residential privacy of smart houses and the use of flexible
home appliances, which is addressed in this study.
III. SYSTEM MODELS
This section presents the model of a smart home connected
to an energy storage device and the utility grid. In the smart
3home, the energy storage device and utility grid provide
energy to home appliances; a control unit schedules power
consumption of appliances in response to time-varying market
prices.
A. Home Appliances
Home appliances are classified into three categories: inflex-
ible and unshiftable, flexible, and shiftable appliances. For
inflexible and unshiftable appliances, time of use and the
associated power consumption are fixed. Examples of this
category are as follows: a refrigerator that is turned on for
a duration of 24 hours possesses a power consumption curve
that is mostly fixed once the cooling temperature has been set;
cooking appliances, such as ovens and electric pots, are often
used in lunch/dinner time slots with fixed power consumption;
lights are turned on during specific time slots, consuming a
fixed amount of power; televisions or computers are mostly
used after work with fixed power consumption. Let AIU
denote the index set of all inflexible and unshiftable home
appliances. The power consumption in time slot h is denoted
by Pha kW, where a ∈ AIU .
For flexible home appliances, the associated power con-
sumption can be controlled and time of use can be shifted.
One example of this category is an air conditioner. Let AF
denote the index set of flexible home appliances. The power
consumption of appliance b ∈ AF in time slot h is denoted
by Phb kW. The value of P
h
b is affected by the starting time
slot of use sb, the ending time slot eb, the minimum power
consumption Pminb , and the maximum power consumption
Pmaxb . In general, we have{
Pminb < P
h
b ≤ P
max
b , if h ∈ {sb, sb + 1, ..., eb − 1, eb};
Phb = 0, otherwise
(1)
where eb > sb. It is worth mentioning that this category
includes power-flexible appliances, which can be modeled by
specifying the starting and ending time slots for a particular
appliance in advance. In this case, power consumption Phb is
the decision variable that can be adjusted and determined from
optimization.
For shiftable home appliances, power consumption cannot
be controlled, but time of use can be shifted as desired. A
washing machine, for example, can be turned on in any time
slot with a fixed working duration. Let AS denote the index
set of shiftable appliances. The power consumption in time
slot h is denoted by Phc kW, where c ∈ AS . Let hc be the
set of chosen time slots with |hc| representing the number of
time slots required to finish the work. Given the starting time
slot sc and ending time slot ec for appliance c (sc < ec), the
power consumption of appliance c satisfies{
Phc (hc) > 0, if h ∈ hc;
Phc (hc) = 0, otherwise.
(2)
The minimum power consumption for flexible appliances
and starting time for shiftable appliances can affect the user
comfort. It is preferred that power consumption is close to nor-
mal consumption and the starting time is close to the request
time [53]. In this study, the user comfort can be addressed by
prescribing the minimum power consumption and/or starting
time of appliances, imposing an additional constraint. The
method of using constraints to address user comfort has been
widely adopted [48], [54], [55]. In our scheme, the constraint
related to user comfort would specify the lower bound for
the minimum power consumption and/or upper bound for the
starting time. When the constraint is satisfied, a level of user
comfort is guaranteed. It is worth mentioning that this method
is simplistic. For example, user thermal comfort can depend on
several factors including external climate and occupancy level.
In this case more complex models for user comfort should be
considered.
B. Energy Storage Device
In this study, a battery serves as an energy storage device.
The status of the battery in time slot h is denoted by B(h)
kWh, satisfying
Bmin ≤ B(h) ≤ Bmax (3)
where Bmin and Bmax are the minimum battery level and
maximum capacity, respectively. The quantity B(h) is mainly
affected by charging and discharging activities, which are
modeled by S(h) kW. We assume that positive power means
charging and negative power means discharging. The power
charging/discharging profile in time slot h can be further
expressed as S(h) = S+(h)− S−(h), where
S+(h) = max{S(h), 0} and
S−(h) = −min{S(h), 0}.
(4)
In the process of power conversion, some power losses may
occur. This can be modeled by using the charging efficiency
β+ and discharging efficiency β−, where 0 < β+ ≤ 1 and
β− ≥ 1. For the charging mode, the utility grid supplies power
S+(h) but only β+S+(h) is stored to the battery; for the
discharging mode, the battery discharges power β−S−(h) but
only S−(h) is consumed by home appliances. In addition, the
battery status can decrease over time with a leakage rate α,
where 0 < α ≤ 1. The battery profile can thus be expressed
as [56]–[58]
B(h+ 1) = αB(h) + β(h)S(h) (5)
where
β(h) =
{
β+, if S+(h) > 0;
β−, if S−(h) > 0.
(6)
According to (5), the power profile can be calculated as
S(h) =
{
B(h+1)−αB(h)
β+
, if S+(h) > 0;
B(h+1)−αB(h)
β−
, if S−(h) > 0.
(7)
Let Smax be the maximum power that can be provided from
the grid to the battery or discharged from the battery to home
appliances in each time slot. We have β |S(h)| ≤ Smax. The
battery’s capacity range in time slot h+1 is then bounded as
αB(h)− Smax ≤ B(h+ 1) ≤ αB(h) + Smax. (8)
Finally, the power supply form the battery to home appli-
ances satisfies
S(h) ≤ PhHA (9)
4where
PhHA =
∑
a∈AIU
Pha +
∑
b∈AF
Phb +
∑
c∈AS
Phc (10)
is the total power consumption of all kinds of home appliances.
When the equality in (9) holds true, the power from the battery
is enough to sustain all the home appliances. In this case no
additional power from the grid is needed.
C. Electricity Price
Dynamic pricing schemes have been extensively adopted to
adjust power loads. Some popular pricing schemes include the
day-ahead pricing and real-time pricing [59]–[62]. Although
a real-time pricing scheme is promising for the minimization
of energy costs by controlling the power usage of flexible
appliances in response to market price variations, online
optimization and, hence, more computational complexity are
involved. This paper uses a day-ahead pricing scheme for a
few reasons [63]–[65]. First, a day-ahead market has been
widely adopted: it serves the main way of trading power
and allows the majority of system load to be committed in
some regions. Second, it can improve operational certainty
for system operators and financial certainty for dispatchable
resources. Third, it can avoid price volatility due to abrupt
changes in supply and demand in a real-time market. In
addition, day-ahead pricing schemes have been considered
in a number of recent studies on related topics (see, for
example, [66]–[68] and [69]), showing its popularity among
other pricing schemes.
Let
Ph = PhHA + S(h). (11)
The power consumption cost in a residential home can be
calculated as
FCost =
∑
h∈H
(Ph ×∆h)× λh (12)
where H represents the index set of time slots and λh
represents the market price in time slot h. For the time intervals
of 1 hour, 30 minutes, and 15 minutes, we have (∆h, |H|) =
(1, 24), (∆h, |H|) = (0.5, 48), and (∆h, |H|) = (0.25, 96),
respectively.
IV. USER-CENTRIC MULTIOBJECTIVE APPROACH
A residential user may desire to minimize the energy cost
while keeping his/her power consumption profile confidential.
To avoid leaking user information to the utility grid, one can
use the energy storage device to render the power usage curve
as flat as possible, disguising the actual power consumption
patterns. However, a flat pattern can result in high energy costs
when market prices vary over time. This section develops a
user-centric multiobjective approach that considers the energy
consumption cost and privacy preservation simultaneously.
By suitably scheduling power consumption patterns, the
energy costs can be lowered. For appliances indexed by AF
and AS , we may shift the time of use or reduce the amount
of power usage when the market price is high. This practice
can be achieved by solving
min
Phb ,hc,B(h)
h∈H,b∈AF
c∈AS
FCost
(13)
where there are |H| × |AF | for Phb -type decision variables,
(ec − sc + 1) × |AS | for hc-type decision variables, and |H|
for B(h)-type decision variables.
While reshaping the power consumption pattern in response
to market prices could be financially beneficial, the resulting
pattern may reveal the activities of a residential user. In
general, the residential privacy can be measured by a variance
function [20], [24], [29]:
FPrivacy =
1
|H|
∑
h∈H
(Ph)2 − (
1
|H|
∑
h∈H
Ph)2 (14)
where Ph is defined in (11). A smaller value of FPrivacy
implies a more flat power consumption profile, yielding a
better level of privacy. Ideal privacy preservation occurs when
FPrivacy = 0, i.e., the power consumption is time-invariant.
Privacy can thus be preserved by solving the minimization
problem
min
Ph
b
,hc,B(h)
h∈H,b∈AF
c∈AS
FPrivacy.
(15)
Referring to (13) and (15), we solve the following MOP to
consider both the energy cost and privacy:
min
Phb ,hc,B(h)
h∈H,b∈AF
c∈AS
FCost
min
Ph
b
,hc,B(h)
h∈H,b∈AF
c∈AS
FPrivacy
subject to (1), (3), (8), and (9).
(16)
The MOP has
|H|× (|AF |+ 1) + (ec − sc + 1)× |AS | (17)
decision variables.
Since the objectives are conflicting, a global optimal solu-
tion does not exist and thus Pareto optimality is adopted [70],
[71]. At first, it seems that (16) is a typical MOP that can
be solved by existing multiobjective evolutionary algorithms.
In practice, however, the battery constraint in (8) can bring
difficulty to the solving process when the decision variable
space is searched directly for feasible solution candidates. This
is because B(h) in each time slot serving as a decision variable
introduces |H| dynamical constraints, which are hard to satisfy
by any generic random search. To address this difficulty, we
replace B(h) with the power charging/discharging profile S(h)
and propose a hybrid algorithm consisting of both stochastic
5and deterministic search mechanisms. Once S(h) has been
obtained, the battery status can then be determined by (5).1
To apply our hybrid algorithm, we define the new objective
functions as
FC =
∑
h∈H
(PhHA ×∆h)× λ
h
(18)
and
FP =
1
|H|
∑
h∈H
(PhHA)
2 − (
1
|H|
∑
h∈H
PhHA)
2. (19)
The new MOP is then expressed as
min
Ph
b
,hc
h∈H,b∈AF
c∈AS
FC
min
Phb ,hc
h∈H,b∈AF
c∈AS
FP
subject to (1).
(20)
The problem in (20) is different from the original problem
in (16): it considers power scheduling without the use of
batteries and therefore the battery constraints described by
(3), (8), and (9) are excluded. The idea for solving (16) is
to stochastically explore various power scheduling profiles
without the use of batteries by solving (20) (no battery con-
straints involved), and then compensate it by deterministically
smoothing the power usage in two consecutive time slots with
the help of batteries (involving battery constraints).
Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode of our hybrid algo-
rithm, addressing not only the solution to (20) but also the
smoothing process for power usage. Because of the hybrid
procedure (stochastic exploration followed by deterministic
exploitation), our solution method for (16) is considered as
sub-optimal. The concept of domination therein is Pareto
domination with respect to (20). Let tc be the algorithm
counter. The maximum number of iterations is set to be tmax.
The antibody population is represented by X (tc) and its size
is denoted as |X (tc)|. Each antibody x ∈ X (tc) consists of
the decision variables Phb and hc. The nominal population size
and maximum population size are denoted by Nnom and Nmax,
respectively.
Descriptions of Algorithm 1 are detailed as follows. An-
tibody population is initialized in Steps 1) and 2). In Steps
3) and 4), antibodies evolve over iterations for quality im-
provement. The clonal rate is !Nmax/|X (tc)|", where !·"
represents the floor function. In Steps 5) and 6), dominated
antibodies are removed from X (tmax) and the population set
is updated. The size of X (tc) is considered as manageable
if |X (tc)| ≤ Nnom holds true. Steps 3)–6) are repeated
until the maximum iteration is reached. Step 7) outputs the
1The basic framework of the hybrid algorithm is motivated by artificial
immune systems and best-effort algorithms. For stochastic exploration, the
hybrid algorithm mimics the evolutionary strategy of artificial immune sys-
tems in which antibodies (or solution candidates) evolve to combat antigens
[72], [73]. For deterministic exploitation, the hybrid algorithm employs the in-
formation about the difference of power consumption in two consecutive time
slots to smooth the power usage, which is similar to best-effort moderation
algorithms [40], [74].
Algorithm 1 Proposed Hybrid Algorithm
Input: Nominal size of population Nnom, maximum popula-
tion size Nmax, and maximum iteration times tmax; Day-
ahead price λh, Pha , P
min
b , P
max
b , sb, eb, Pc, sc, ec, tPc ,
and battery parameters β+, β−, α, Smax, Bmin, and Bmax.
Output: Power scheduling represented by x∗ and S(h), h ∈
H.
Step 1) Initialize X (0).
Step 2) Remove dominated antibodies from X (0); let tc =
0.
While tc ≤ tmax do
Step 3) Clone antibodies x.
Step 4) Apply gene operations to Phb over [P
min
b , P
max
b ]
for flexible home appliances; generate working hours hc
for shiftable home appliances.
Step 5) Remove dominated antibodies from X (tc).
Step 6) Maintain a manageable size of X (tc); let X (tc +
1) = X (tc) and tc = tc + 1.
End While
Step 7) Output approximate Pareto set X (tmax).
Step 8) Select the final solution x∗ ∈ X (tmax).
Step 9) Employ the charging/discharging profile S(h), h ∈
H to smooth the total power consumption on the basis of
the power consumption change of home appliances.
approximate Pareto set. In Step 8), the minimum Manhattan
distance approach in [75] is applied to select the final solution
x
∗. First, the maximum spread of the approximate Pareto front
in each dimension is evaluated:
LC = max
x∈X (tmax)
FC(x)− min
x∈X (tmax)
FC(x) and
LP = max
x∈X (tmax)
FP (x)− min
x∈X (tmax)
FP (x).
(21)
Second, define
y(x) =
[
FC(x)
LC
FP (x)
LP
]T
and the normalized ideal vector as
y
∗
idl =
[
min
x∈X(tmax)
FC(x)
LC
min
x∈X(tmax)
FP (x)
LP
]T
.
Finally, the solution x∗ is selected by
x
∗ = arg min
x∈X (tmax)
||y(x)− y∗idl|| (22)
where || · || represents the Manhattan norm.
The procedure before Step 9) is used to determine the
power consumption of home appliances. To complete power
scheduling in a smart home, a rule is required to control
the battery status. To this end, Step 9) employs the power
charging/discharging profiles S(h), h ∈ H to determine the
battery status B(h) in consideration of user privacy. Let
∆PhHA = P
h
HA − P
h−1
HA (23)
denote the power consumption change of home appliances in
two consecutive time slots. We design the profile S(h) as
S(h) =
{
0, if
∣
∣
∣∆PhHA
∣
∣
∣ ≤ ϵ
min{Smax,−∆Ph
HA
, Bmax − αB(h)}, if ∆Ph
HA
< −ϵ
−min{Smax,∆PhHA,αB(h)− B
min}, if ∆PhHA > ϵ
(24)
6where ϵ is a small positive constant.
The charging/discharging operation in (24) can effectively
disguise residential activities and satisfy the dynamical con-
straints induced by the battery. This is the deterministic
step integrated into the hybrid algorithm. When the power
consumption of home appliances in two consecutive time slots
remains approximately constant (i.e., |∆PhHA| < ϵ), the battery
is neither charged nor discharged (i.e., S(h) = 0). When
the power consumption of home appliances decreases (i.e.,
∆PhHA < −ϵ), the battery is charged (i.e., S(h) > 0) to cover
the difference −∆PhHA but the charging rate should be lower
than the maximum rate Smax. The energy provided to the
battery should be upper bounded by the remaining capacity
Bmax − αB(h). When the power consumption of home ap-
pliances increases (i.e., ∆PhHA > ϵ), the battery is discharged
(i.e., S(h) < 0) to cover the difference ∆PhHA; however, the
discharging rate should be lower than the maximum rate Smax.
The energy provided by the battery should be upper bounded
by the remaining energy αB(h)−Bmin. In the event that the
battery status is lower than Bmin (i.e., αB(h) − Bmin < 0),
the battery is charged.
In general, employing deterministic steps for exploitation
in hybrid algorithms can increase the execution time. This is
because stochastic exploration is first performed and then fol-
lowed by deterministic exploitation, with overlapping search
of certain portion of the decision space. However, this is
not the case for the proposed hybrid algorithm in which the
deterministic step does not overlap stochastic exploration in
decision space but replaces partial stochastic exploration. The
computational complexity of our hybrid algorithm is related
to the size of the problem, and the problem size is related to
the number of decision variables involved. As shown in (17),
this number is mainly determined by the chosen time interval
and the number of appliances in smart houses, which is
generally manageable and does not increase over time. In the
proposed scheme, the computational complexity, particularly
the execution time, would not be a big concern. The reason is
that power scheduling of appliances is optimized on the basis
of day-ahead pricing signals, which means that only offline
optimization is required.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Power scheduling in a smart home over the course of a week
was examined in this section. The smart home was equipped
with fourteen inflexible and unshiftable home appliances, one
air conditioner unit (flexible home appliance), and one washing
machine (shiftable home appliance). A lithium-ion battery
with parameters from [56] was used as an energy storage
device. The time interval of one hour was chosen, which is
the setting adopted by current demand response programs in
practical use. The smart home was assumed to have enough
resources to perform associated optimization. Table I presents
the parameter settings for home appliances. The starting time
slot sc = rand(10, 13) for appliance c means that sc is a
discrete random variable over {10, 11, 12, 13}.
Parameters of the proposed hybrid algorithm were set as
follows: Nnom = 50, Nmax = 1000, and tmax = 2000. To
TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF HOME APPLIANCES
Inflexible and Unshiftable Home Appliances Power Consumption
Pha1 0.015 kW
Pha2 0.15 kW
Pha3 0.02 kW
Pha4 0.15 kW
Pha5 0.9 kW
Pha6 1.3 kW
Pha7 0.2 kW
Pha8 0.1 kW
Pha9 0.05 kW
Pha10 1.5 kW
Pha11 1.4 kW
Pha12 0.2 kW
Pha13 0.8 kW
Pha14 0.5 kW
Flexible Home Appliance Power Consumption Parameters
Phb P
min
b = 1 kW, P
max
b = 3 kW sb = 1, eb = 24
Shiftible Home Appliance Power Consumption Parameters
Phc 1 kW
sc = rand(10, 13),
ec = sc + 7, tPc = 1
Battery Parameters
α 24
√
0.9
β− 1.1
β+ 0.9
Bmax 4 kWh
Smax 0.5 kW
Bmin 1 kWh
confirm its effectiveness, we compared the proposed approach
with the weighted-sum method in [24], as well as bench-
mark evolutionary algorithms MOIA [72], NSGA-II [76],
and MOEA/D [77]. The weighted-sum method and MOEA/D
need prior information to normalize objective functions before
optimization; in our simulations, objectives
FCost := FCost/2400 and FPrivacy := FPrivacy/1.4 (25)
were normalized on the basis of their maximum values (prior
information). For the weighted-sum method, a weighting co-
efficient ω was used to balance a tradeoff between the energy
costs and privacy, leading to single-objective optimization.
When ω = 0, only privacy was focused; when ω = 1, only
energy cost was focused; when ω = 0.5, both the energy cost
and privacy were addressed. All simulations were performed
using a desktop with Intel i7-6700, 3.40 GHz CPU, and 8.0 GB
RAM. Details of theses methods can be found in the appendix.
A. Case Study Using Real Pricing Signals
Fig. 1 shows the day-ahead pricing signals from PJM in 3–
9 Oct. 2016 [78]. Simulations results are presented in Fig. 2,
Fig. 3, and Table II. The weighted-sum method with ω =
1 attained an excellent level of cost saving but yielded the
worst level of privacy preservation, which can be undesirable
to residential users; the weighted-sum methods with ω = 0.5
and ω = 0 were outperformed by our approach in terms of
both cost saving and privacy preservation.
In contrast with weighted-sum methods, algorithms MOIA,
MOEA/D, and NSGA-II evaluated objectives in separate di-
mensions. Compared with our hybrid algorithm, a maximum
7.87 percent in cost saving was achieved by MOEA/D, but
user privacy was degraded by 88 percent; NSGA-II found
a better balance than MOEA/D with 6.5 percent in cost
saving and 39 percent in privacy degradation; MOIA yielded
worst performance because it did not reduce energy costs but
degraded the user privacy by approximately 82 percent on
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Fig. 1. Pricing schemes of one week.
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Fig. 2. Energy costs of different power scheduling methods in one week.
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Fig. 3. Privacy preservation of different power scheduling methods in one week. A smaller value of FPrivacy means better privacy.
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COMPARISON OF VARIOUS POWER SCHEDULING METHODS
Cost Increase of Residential Users With Respect to Proposed Hybrid Algorithm
Date ω = 0 ω = 0.5 ω = 1 MOIA MOEA/D NSGA-II
Oct. 3, 2016 16.91% 10.47% -4.19% 1.27% -6.96% -6.85%
Oct. 4, 2016 15.96% 9.8% -3.47% 1.36% -6.73% -5.49%
Oct. 5, 2016 14.73% 8.57% -5.2% 0.71% -9.71% -5.79%
Oct. 6, 2016 16.61% 9.85% -3.07% 1.22% -8.06% -5.21%
Oct. 7, 2016 15.08% 8.47% -4.63% 0.14% -9.81% -7.37%
Oct. 8, 2016 16.54% 10.83% -4.62% -0.63% -7.35% -7.75%
Oct. 9, 2016 16.91% 11.6% -4.49% 0.39% -6.48% -7.02%
Average 16.11% 9.94% -4.42% 0.64% -7.87% -6.5%
Degradation of User Privacy With Respect to Proposed Hybrid Algorithm
Date ω = 0 ω = 0.5 ω = 1 MOIA MOEA/D NSGA-II
Oct. 3, 2016 6.84% 24.71% 311.41% 84.7% 81.14% 36.99%
Oct. 4, 2016 -5.43% 7.43% 235.56% 53.61% 67.51% 20.78%
Oct. 5, 2016 8.11% 32.29% 276.448% 91.4% 106.99% 49.12%
Oct. 6, 2016 -5.797% 14.92% 260.49% 75.13% 98.02% 35.11%
Oct. 7, 2016 5.08% 17.38% 254.18% 77.74% 93.87% 28.44%
Oct. 8, 2016 26.99% 38.76% 321.77% 121.15% 110.54% 65.07%
Oct. 9, 2016 -8.13% -3.77% 216.24% 68.07% 57.96% 37.79%
Average 3.95% 18.82% 268.02% 81.69% 88% 39.04%
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Fig. 4. Convergence analysis of multiobjective evolutionary algorithms.
average. For MOIA, MOEA/D, and NSGA-II, user privacy
was severely compromised on Oct. 8, 2016.
B. Analysis of Algorithm Convergence and Execution Time
Fig. 4 presents the convergence analysis of multiobjective
evolutionary algorithms. The hypervolume serves as a perfor-
mance index [79]–[81]. Because its absolute value depends on
the chosen reference point, algorithm convergence is assessed
on the basis of its value variation and relative differences. An
algorithm is considered as convergent when the corresponding
hypervolume remains constant over function evaluation. A
higher hypervolume means a better level of convergence. In
Fig. 4, comparable algorithms converged when approximately
25000 function evaluations were reached, implying that they
had the same convergence rate; the proposed algorithm yielded
a better level of convergence because a higher hypervolume
was achieved.
It is known that single-objective optimization, i.e.,
weighted-sum methods in this study, is faster than multiobjec-
tive optimization, i.e., the proposed hybrid algorithm, MOIA,
MOEA/D, and NSGA-II. As a reference for execution time,
our experiments showed that proposed algorithm consumed
1.62 seconds until the algorithm converged (25000 function
evaluations) for power scheduling while the weighted-sum
methods consumed 1.57 seconds on average. It is worth
mentioning that limited conclusions should be drawn here
because the execution time can be affected by several factors
such as the used hardware, coding styles, and employed
stopping criterion. These factors make it difficult to provide
a fair comparison. Furthermore, the execution time is not
an important performance metric in our scenario because
optimizing the power scheduling is done one day ahead on the
basis of day-ahead pricing signals, which is an offline process.
C. Analysis of Aggregate Behavior
Algorithm performance was further evaluated in consider-
ation of aggregate residential users. For aggregate analysis,
we considered a community of 500 residential users [82] and
adopted the peak-to-average ratio (PAR) [83]
PAR =
max
h∈H
Ph∑
h∈H
Ph/ |H|
(26)
as the performance metric. The lower the PAR, the better the
result is. For a smaller PAR, the associated power system is
less affected by fluctuating power changes, leading to a more
stable power system, and the underlying power grid does not
need to construct a large capacity to handle the peak power,
drastically reducing implementation costs. The optimal PAR
value is one, which means that the peak power consumption
is equal to the average power consumption in the community.
Fig. 5 shows the resulting PAR of various methods. Exclud-
ing the weighted-sum method using ω = 0, an undesirable
method that only focused on user privacy while producing
large energy costs, the proposed multiobjective approach
yielded the best PAR. This indicates that our approach is
scalable to numbers of smart houses in a community.
In summary, the proposed hybrid algorithm provided a
better balance between the energy cost and user privacy than
existing approaches, with a comparable convergence rate and
execution time. The proposed approach was also scalable to
power scheduling in a community of smart houses. For single-
objective optimization methods, the weighted-sum methods
using ω = 0 and ω = 1 yielded large energy costs and
significantly degraded user privacy, respectively; the weighted-
sum method using ω = 0.5 found a balance between the two
objectives, but was outperformed by our approach. For exist-
ing multiobjective optimization methods, algorithms MOIA,
MOEA/D, and NSGA-II were not be robust in terms of privacy
preservation. Furthermore, both the weighted-sum methods
and MOEA/D used prior information for normalization, which
may not be practical.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study a power scheduling problem of a smart
house was investigated in which the energy cost and privacy
preservation were considered simultaneously. A multiobjective
formulation was devised and a hybrid multiobjective algorithm
was proposed. Related numerical analysis was conducted to
show several excellent properties of the proposed multiobjec-
tive methodology: the proposed approach achieved a superior
balance between the energy cost and user privacy than existing
energy management methods; it had a comparable convergence
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Fig. 5. Peak-to-average ratio of 500 residential users in one week.
rate while yielding a better level of convergence than the
compared multiobjective evolutionary algorithms; it resulted
in a low peak-to-average ratio, which can be beneficial to the
underlying power grid stability.
APPENDIX
DESCRIPTIONS OF COMPARABLE METHODS
In general, solution candidates for battery status B(h) that
satisfy the battery constraints are difficult to obtain by random
search. To address this difficulty, we calculated the upper
and lower bounds on the next battery status by (3) and (8);
random trials within the associated ranges were then generated
for twenty-four consecutive time slots. Finally, power storage
profiles S(h) were evaluated by (7). This practice was adopted
by the following methods and algorithms.
For the weighted-sum method modified from [24], we
solved
min
Ph
b
,hc,B(h)
h∈H,b∈AF
c∈AS
ω
∑
h∈H
FCost + (1− ω)FPrivacy
subject to (1), (3), (8) and (9)
(27)
for power scheduling in a smart home, where 0 ≤ ω ≤ 1
denotes the weighting coefficient between FCost and FPrivacy .
It is worth mentioning that confining ω in the interval [0, 1]
is mostly effective when the two objectives are normalized.
However, such normalization requires prior information. In our
simulations, the value of ω = 0 was set to solely address user
privacy; ω = 1 was set to solely address the energy cost; and
ω = 0.5 with normalization in (25) was used to trade the
privacy off against the energy cost. All these settings lead to
a single-objective optimization problem.
For multiobjective optimization that addresses objectives in
different dimensions, we employed algorithms MOIA, NSGA-
II, and MOEA/D to solve corresponding MOPs. The MOIA
in [72] was used to solve
min
Ph
b ,hc,B(h)
h∈H,b∈AF
c∈AS
FCost
min
Phb ,hc,B(h)
h∈H,b∈AF
c∈AS
FPrivacy
subject to (1), (3), and (8).
(28)
A constraint function
U = max{S(h)− PhHA, 0} (29)
derived from (9) was used during the solving process to
assess the feasibility of solution candidates. If an antibody is
infeasible, then the associated U would be greater than zero.
Only feasible antibodies result in U = 0.
To apply the NSGA-II [76] and MOEA/D [77], a penalty
method [84] was employed to handle (9). The power schedul-
ing in a smart home was obtained by solving
min
Phb ,hc,B(h)
h∈H,b∈AF
c∈AS
FCost + k1U
min
Phb ,hc,B(h)
h∈H,b∈AF
c∈AS
FPrivacy + k1U
subject to (1), (3) and (8)
(30)
where k1 is a prescribed weighting coefficient. The value
k1 = 103 was set in our simulations. For the MOEA/D, the
objectives were normalized according to (25).
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